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ABSTRACT

The results of an experimental study of the development

of CdS/CU2Ssolar cells are re:p.Jrtedin the present thesis.

'IW:> different approaches, i.e. thin film CdS/CU2Sand ceramic

CdS/CU_Scells for the fabrication of CdS/CU?Ssolar cells wereL _

adopted. The thin-film approach to the fabrication of CdS/CU2S

solar cells is the rrost convenient rrethodof developing solar

cells with regard to the costs. Ibwever, the developmentof thin-

film t.ype of solar cells was not possible within the existing

laboratory facilities illld it was decided to develop a~d study the

properties of ceramic CdS/CU2Ssolar cells.

CeramicCdS/CU2Ssolar cells were fabricated using CdS

as base rraterial in formof pellets. A numberof additives to

CdS (CdC12and AlC13)were added. pellets were sintered in

various atrrospheres (reducing, oxidizing, and neutral) in order
"

to reduce the resistivity of the pellets.

It was found that the resistances of the pellets were
")

insensitive to the pellet product.Ienpressure (3 t.onsZcrn" to
•

8 tons/crn2) sinterD:g terrperature (400°Cto 600°C), and .

sintering tine (} hour to 3 hours). The resistance of the

pellets was found to be of rragnit.ude 104ohmsper millinetre.

Sintering under hydrogenproducedpellets whichwere

ohmicin behaviour and resistances of the pellets increased with

tine but the ohmicbehaviour did not change. Thepellets made
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poor contact with silver paste. Sintering under argon produced

pellets whoseresistances were similar to those sintered under

hydrogenbut silver paste provided better contact. Sintering

under air producedpellets whoseresistance increased at a

verj high rate.

A layer of Cu2Swas gro'\lv'l1on t.op of CdSpellets by

nipping process. Cells fabricated fromthese pellets had a high

rate of degradation, lowopen-circuit voltages, short-circuit currents

and fill-factor.

The rate of degradation was reduced by reducing the thermal

inertia betweenthe pellets and cuprous ion solution at the tine

of dipping. Thecell outputs ~re improvedby applying Joshi

and SharmaI s rrethod (21) in preparing the pellets. This caused

a considerable increase in open-circuit voltage, short-circuit

current and fill-factor. Theefficiency of a samplecell was

calculated to be approximately0.0012%.

Theefficiency reported here is fairly low, and to
~

improveit, it is suggested that the series resistance should be

reduced significantly by creatin<i'p.rretal grid on the CUSlayer
x

using a material wBichmakeseffective ohmiccontact with the layer,

the areal horrogeneitymust be improvedand the CUS stoichiorretry. x

must be improvedby using a better dipping bath free fromoxygen

and other impurity influence .
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